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        The Plantronics Tristar H81N has a Flexible Boom Arm  Mic Boom Style
The Plantronics Tristar H81N supports Noise Cancelling
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        Plantronics Tristar H81N headset
Headsets must be carefully chosen if they are going to be used professionally. In many organizations, where there is a diverse working environment, headsets are used to make the communication process easier. For such purposes, Plantronics Tristar H81N is the best headsets. They are light weighted, easy to handle, comfortable, flexible and very easy to use. The results are excellent and the voice quality provided by these headsets is excellent and full of clarity. The listening process of many firms has become very easy with the help of these Tristar headsets
Following are the main features of Plantronics Tristar H81N headsets:
These headsets can be connected to all the processors and all other kinds of USB adaptors. Besides these, the headsets can provide excellent voice quality if used directly with phones or a PC
The voice quality is promising and is very clear and highly audible. It prevents the user from repeating the speech and also avoids errors of speech. The user does not have to give an extra effort to listen the speech from the other end
The additional ear buds are provided along with the headset in order to fit the headsets. The ear buds are mainly used to set the comfort level of the user. They make the user feel highly comfortable. The user feels comfortable and easy while wearing these headsets for the entire day
The headsets are very light weighted and easy to handle. They are stylish and versatile and designed with very care and perfectness. The wearing style of these headsets is over the ear
Another excellent feature of these headsets is that they have a quick disconnect quality which enables the user to quickly disconnect and walk away from the phone while wearing the headsets. The easy and quick pick and call buttons enables the user to pick and make a call very easily and readily
The noise cancelling function enables the user to listen the voice in extreme noisy conditions as well. What this feature does is that it removes and cut the background noises and makes the sound very clear and audible. Echo sounds can also be produced while using its excellent feature of voice tube
For a good fit of headsets, three-way support is also included in these headsets. In addition, ear protection is also incorporated up to a very sophisticated level
The warrant of these headsets is been given as 2 years
The Plantronics Tristar H81N headsets are highly comfortable, versatile and easy to use. They are easy to wear, provide excellent voice quality from both ends. They provide protection and a good fir to your ears. The promising voice quality of this headset is considered best for the office use in such places where huge working environments exist. If you want to use these headsets for professional usage, place your order on its online store right now!

For further Plantronics Tristar H81N Headset features please click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	Wired
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the ear
	Mic Boom Style	Flexible Boom Arm 
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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